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Regulatory context for innovation
 Constraints on incentives for innovation imposed by our regulatory
framework
› Difficulty of meeting expenditure tests
› 5-year regulatory cycle not suited to projects with multi-period costs and
benefits
› Riskier investments not rewarded
 Limited changes have been made to the regulatory framework to
encourage innovation
› Introduction of DMIS/DMIA (focus on demand management)
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Need for innovation within the Electricity
Distribution Network Business
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Alternative
Regulatory
network
Framework
platforms
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Things
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Customers
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New
Markets

New
Business
Models

Distributed
Energy
Resources

Physical,
Virtual &
Cultural
Reformation
(Energy Supply
Industry)

Need to Adapt
& Transform

This requires
innovation of practices
and applied
technologies rather
than an evolutionary
4
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Need for innovation – Perceived gaps
and innovation priorities
EA Technology Report – input to the ENA/CSIRO Electricity Network
Transformation Roadmap
•

Management of voltage on local networks with large amounts of distributed generation

•

Regulation of Frequency where there are many smaller generators connected in parallel

•

The need for distributed intelligence that enables increased distributed energy resources to be
connected to the grid

•

Constraint management at a local level that enables the network assets to be operated more
flexibly, with the ability to adapt to local conditions

•

Optimising the use of various types of demand response within the ecosystem

All of these apply to a greater or lesser extent within AusNet Services network domain
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Need for innovation – Example of
Distributed Energy Resource
Orchestration
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Need for innovation – Example of
Distributed Energy Resource
Orchestration
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Need for innovation
– An interesting parallel example
(maritime navigation)
Innovation to enhance
the primary function

Innovation to generate
ecosystem value

 Platform oriented
 Advanced analytic processes
 Ecosystem centric solutions
 Market bias
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Electricity Distribution Network
- Innovation legacy
Network Planning
Network Management and Automation

Focused investment
in digital systems,
distributed network
intelligence and data
analytics

Asset Health/Condition Monitoring
Maintenance Optimisation
Operational Response
Customer Service
Energy Management
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Electricity Distribution Network
- Innovation legacy
Recent focus has also been on the demand management arena and the
regulatory funding of innovation in this area
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Electricity Distribution Network
- Current innovation projects/initiatives
LV Network
Topology

Customer
Engagement

Working out who is connected
where, and what is the network
configuration

Energy portals, Solar PV output
monitoring and alerting

Network Operations

Asset Use
Loading profiles and
opportunities for leverage

Asset Risks and
Safety
Detection of asset failure,
fire and safety risks and
inappropriate use of the
network

Analytics
Innovation
Themes

Detecting network abnormalities
and accelerating operational
responses

Power Quality
Predictive Applications
Forecasting network use and
optimising maintenance
activities

Visibility of network
and customer quality of
supply
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Electricity Distribution Network
- Current innovation projects/initiatives
Examples of innovation portfolio diversity
•

Mooroolbark Community MiniGrid Project

•

Improved quality of supply to remote community (Mallacoota) by using a Grid Energy
Storage System to create a MiniGrid island when the primary network is unavailable

•

Composite HV/LV Network modelling techniques to better understand DER impacts
and enable increased integration of solar PV, batteries and electric vehicles

•

Voltage management using smart inverter controls

•

Development of Distributed Energy Network Optimisation Platform functionality and
integration with external DER management systems

•

Operational process automation within the network control area

•

Asset inspection efficiency improvements using new digital technologies

•

Dynamic rating of assets
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2021-25 Innovation projects focus
Area

LV Network

HV Network (22kV)

Description

Technologies that
increase network
flexibility (accommodate
DER), whilst preserving
customer quality of
supply.

Distributed intelligent
sensing applications that
are required for the new
distributed energy
environment.

Addressed Needs
Increasing amounts of
installed DER increase
network asset risks and
voltage management
challenges which result
in constrained customer
generation.

Lack of visibility of
conditions on the 22kV
network prevents
solutions being
implemented that
effectively integrate
DER, as well as limiting
network operational
control to manage the
network

Benefits
•

Increase value of
customer DER
investments

•

Improve asset utilisation

•

Improved customer
quality of supply

•

Defer network upgrades

•

Increase ability to manage
HV network operations
where there are high
penetrations of DER

•

Reduce customer outage
durations

•

Improve power quality –
network and customer

•

Defer network upgrades
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2021-25 Innovation projects focus
Area

Network
Management /
Operations /
Control

Data /
Information
Availability

Description

New technology and
software solutions to
optimise operation of the
electricity distribution
network that leverages the
capability introduced by
DER.

Provision of externally
facing data and analytics
“platforms” that enable
customer benefits and
leverage network and
energy supply ecosystem
opportunities.

Addressed Needs

Operational challenges and
inefficiencies relating to
managing an environment
with increasing reverse
flows of power, coupled with
the lack of key information

External parties do not have
sufficient data and
information relating to
networks and thus are
restricted in investing in nonnetwork solutions.
Additionally, there are
internal inefficiencies in
servicing many ad-hoc
requests

Benefits
•

Increase value of customer
DER investments

•

Reduce operational costs
(day-to-day activities)

•

Improved customer supply
reliability (less outages and
reduced duration)

•

Optimised use of network

•

Increase effective and
efficient investment in
non-network solutions

•

Reduce operational costs
(day-to-day activities)
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